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Lula Free, Bolsonaro in Rage

By Danica Jorden, November 13, 2019

Last Friday, November 8, 2019, former President of Brazil Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva walked
out of a prison in Curitiba and was greeted by throngs of supporters, many of whom had
camped out since he was sent to jail more than a year and a half ago. The next day, hoarse
from the ordeal and past throat cancer surgery, Lula spoke for 45 minutes before thousands
gathered in São Bernardo do Campo, São Paulo, Brazil’s automotive capital and the heart of
labor activity in the country. It was a sea of red, as many wore the crimson t-shirts of the
Metal Workers Union, whose offices provided the backdrop to the speech.

Demands from the Workers of Chile

By Trade Union Block of Social Unit, November 13, 2019
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The uprisings that continue in Chile began as a student protest against a proposed fare
increase for public transport. It quickly evolved into a general wave of protest against the
government of Sebastián Piñeraand all the mounting grievances of neoliberalism – horrible
working conditions, social inequalities, privatizations, a negligible welfare state, and more.
The government declared a state of emergency and curfew, deployed the military and
unleashed  a  wave  of  fierce  violence  against  the  protests,  killing  many  and  detaining
thousands. The Chilean national trade union movement, Central Unitaria de Trabajadores de
Chile (CUT-Chile), has been part of broad fronts of groups aligned against the government.
Its so-called Union Bloc has produced the following set of demands. For further information
see “The Awakening of Chile” and on Facebook and Twitter.

Cuba Was Never a Threat to “National Security”

By Jacob G. Hornberger, November 13, 2019

Of all the ludicrous aspects of the Cold War, among the most ridiculous was the notion that
Cuba posed a threat to U.S. “national security.” For some 30 years, the U.S. deep state (i.e.,
the Pentagon, CIA, and NSA) maintained that Cuba was a communist “dagger” pointed at
America’s neck and, therefore, was a grave threat to “national security.”

Through it all, hardly anyone ever asked a very simple but important question: What did
they mean when they said that Cuba was a threat to “national security”?

Bolivia Coup Led by Christian Fascist Paramilitary Leader and Millionaire – with Foreign
Support

By Max Blumenthal and Ben Norton, November 13, 2019

When Luis Fernando Camacho stormed into Bolivia’s abandoned presidential palace in the
hours afterPresident Evo Morales’s sudden November 10 resignation, he revealed to the
world a side of the country that stood at stark odds with the plurinational spirit its deposed
socialist and Indigenous leader had put forward.

With a Bible in one hand and a national flag in the other, Camacho bowed his head in prayer
above  the  presidential  seal,  fulfilling  his  vow  to  purge  his  country’s  Native  heritage  from
government and “return God to the burned palace.”

Bolivia: The OAS and US Help Overthrow Another Latin American Government

By Leonardo Flores, November 13, 2019

The United States and the Organization of American States can add another coup to their
scorecards, even if U.S. media refuses to recognize it as such. This time it was in Bolivia,
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where President Evo Morales was forced to step down on November 10, following weeks of
pressure and extremist violence. Morales resigned under duress in order to avoid bloodshed,
and emphasized that his “responsibility as an indigenous president of all Bolivians is to
prevent the coup-mongers from persecuting my trade unionist brothers and sisters, abusing
and  kidnapping  their  families,  burning  the  homes  of  governors,  of  legislators,  of  city
councilors… to  prevent  them from continuing  to  harass  and persecute  my indigenous
brothers  and sisters  and the  leaders  and authorities”  of  the  MAS (Movement  towards
Socialism, Morales’ political party).

Lula’s Release Will Only Reinvigorate the Pink Tide Against U.S. Hegemony in Latin America

By Paul Antonopoulos, November 12, 2019

The Workers Party (PT) ruled Brazil, mostly under the leadership of the charismatic Luiz
Inácio Lula da Silva, or simply known as Lula, from 2003 until his successor’s impeachment
in 2016. This period saw Brazil undergo major changes and advancements with an emphasis
on educating the poor, providing access to healthcare for all Brazilians, poverty reduction
and Latin American integration. Although the PT did not challenge the capitalist system
entirely, there was an emphasis on reducing the neoliberal model that has exploited South
America since Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet allowed his country to be economically
ruled by this U.S.-endorsed system since the 1970’s.

Released Lula in for Greatest Fight of His Life

By Pepe Escobar, November 12, 2019

Only two days after his release from a federal prison in Curitiba, southern Brazil, following a
narrow 6×5 decision by the Supreme Court,  former President Luis Inacio Lula da Silva
delivered  a  fiery,  45-minute  long  speech  in  front  of  the  Metal  Workers  Union  in  Sao
Bernardo, outside of Sao Paulo, and drawing on his unparalleled political capital, called all
Brazilians to stage nothing short of a social revolution.
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